
Decision 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Application of Southern California hilison Company 
(I = 33N1 -.) lor Aulhoriu to fstuhlish Its Authori/.ed Cost of 
Capital for I lilily Operations for 2013 and to Reset the 
Annual COM of Capital Adjustment Mechanism.(1 30M) 

Application 12-04-015 
(filed April 20. 2012) 

And Related Matters. Application 12-04-016 
Application 12-04-017 
Application 12-04-018 

INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM OF L. JAN REID 
AND DECISION ON INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM OF L. JAN REID 

Claimant: 1...Ian Reiil for contribution to l).l2-12-034 

Claimed (S): S99.6IS.26 Awarded (S): 

Assigned Commissioner: Mark J. ferrmi Assigned AI.J: Michael.) Calvin 

I hereby certify that the information I have set forth in Parts I, II, and III of this Claim is true to my best 
knowledge, information and belief. I further certify that, in conformance with the Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, this Claim has been served this day upon all required persons (as set forth in the Certificate of 
Service attached as Attachment 1). 

Signature: Is/ L. .Ian Reid 

Date: 06/03/13 Printed Name: L. Jan Reid 

PART I: PROCEDURAL ISSUES (to be completed by Claimant except where 
indicated) 

A. Brief Description of Decision Decision 12-12-034 adopted aiilhori/.ed rulemaking return 
on common equitx (ROF) anil return on rale base (ROR) 
anil thus rulemaking capital structure for Pacific Cias anil 
hlectric Compatn (P(iAli) anil other utilities. PGAf's 
allowed ROf is 10.40" n (down from 1 1.35" n land its 
allowed ROR is 8.06" (). resulting in a reduction in rexenue 
requirement of S237-million per \car. 
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B. Claimant must satisfy intervenor compensation requirements set forth in Public 
Utilities Code §§ 1801-1812: 

Claimant CPUC Verified 
Timely filing of notice of intent to claim compensation (\()1) (§ 1804(a)): 

1. Date of Prehearing Conference: June 4.2012 

2. Other Specified Date for NOI: N A 

3. Date NOI Filed: July 5. 2012 

4. Was the NOI timely filed? Yes. 
Showing of customer or customer-related status (§ 1802(b)): 

5. Based on ALJ ruling issued in proceeding number: A. 12-04-01:v d set/. 

6. Date of ALJ ruling: JuK 20. 2012 

7. Based on another CPUC determination (specify): 

8. Has the Claimant demonstrated customer or customer-related status? Yes 
Showing of "significant financial hardship" (§ 1802(g) : 

9. Based on ALJ ruling issued in proceeding number: Sec Confidential 
Attachments A and 
B. 

10. Date of ALJ ruling: 

11. Based on another CPUC determination (specify): 

12. Has the Claimant demonstrated significant financial hardship? Yes 
Timely request for compensation (§ 1804(c)): 

13. Identify Final Decision: 1). 13-03-015. 

14. Date of Issuance of Final Order or Decision: April 2. 201.3 
(LITeelixe Date) 

15. File date of compensation request: June .3. 2013 

16. Was the request for compensation timely? Yes. 

C. Additional Comments on Part I (use line reference # as appropriate): 

# Claimant CPUC Comment 

4 L. Jail 
Reid 

The N( )l w as filed within 30 days of the PI IC. accounting for holidays and 
weekends. The NOI would ha\e been due on July 4.2012. 1 lowe\er. July 4.2012 
was a liolidas. so the NOI was due on JuK 5. 2012. 
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PART II: SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTION (to be completed by Claimant except 
where indicated) 

A. In the fields below, describe in a concise manner Claimant's contribution to the 
final decision (see § 1802(i), § 1803(a) & D.98-04-059). (For each contribution, 
support with specific reference to the record.) 

Contribution 

I. Support of the ROf Recommended in 
the AL.I's Proposed Decision and the bulk 
of the Proposed Decision ol'AU (iahin 

Specific References to Claimant's 
Presentations and to Decision 

Reid was the only parts that supported the 
ROf recommended in the PI) and the bulk 
of the PI). He supported the PI) with only 
tw o proposed minor corrections. 11 is 
proposed finding of l act modification was 
adopted (Comments of I.. Jan Reid on 
Proposed Decision ol'AU (iakin. at 1 and 
throughout; Reply Comments of I.. Jan Reid 
on Proposed Decision of A1..I (iakin. at 1) 
Reid stands by the evidentiary showing that 
his witness knecht made, as reflecting 
sound practice, judgments anil results in 
COC regulatory matters. However, he also 
understands and appreciates the regulatory 
process and reali/.es that parties will not get 
everything they seek in complex cases such 
as COC dockets, even when they make a 
sound show ing of the consumer and public 
interest. And he recogni/es that the A Li's 
PI) reflected diligent and due consideration 
of till viewpoints and evidence and 
standards, plus a concerted attempt to be 
fair to all and decide the issues here in a 
manner that finds the required balancing of 
interests, finally, he believes that, once the 
A I. J has issued a PI), unless it is manifestly 
unfair or in error, it is inappropriate to try to 
re-litigate the findings, conclusions and 
orders under the guise of comment on the 
PI), as P( i&f did. (//>/</.. at I) Hence, upon 
rev ievv. he supported the PI), even though it 
gave I'CcCf a higher ROf. ROR and 
revenue requirement than he had proposed. 

Showing 
Accepted 
by CPUC 
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2. Capital Structure. Costs of Debt atul 
Preferred Slock, and (Lack of Need lor) 
Adjustments to Proxy-(iroup-Based Direct 
bstimalcs of Market-Required RObs 

flic Commission noted that it "must ensure 
that the utilities" adopted |common] equity 
ratios are sufficient to maintain reasonable 
credit ratines and to attract capital." (D.12-
12-034. slip op. at 5) further, it noted that 
PG&L requested 52".i common equity (the 
key fraction in a capital structure), the same 
as its currently authorized capital structure. 
(//)/'(/. at 12). And the Commission adopted 
PGtVL's proposed costs of debt and 
preferred slock. (//>/</. til 16-17) 

Kncclit noted that his normal and proper 
practice of adjusting the average ROf.s for 
his proxy group for differences in capital 
structure was obviated because: 1) PGiYb 
used the same common equity fraction as 
currently authorized in PG<Yb last adopted 
COC decision (1).07-12-046); and 2) his 
ROb analysis was based on changes in 
market-required RObs of his various prow 
groups from D.07-12-046 to this docket, 
(bxh. 33. Testimony of Ron Knecht. p. 13. 
1. 10 p. 1 1. 1. 6) He further testified in 
support of PCi&b's proposed costs of ilebt 
atul preferred slock, (b.xh. 33. p. N. II. 1-16) 

Thus. Reid made a substantial contribution 
to ( ommission resolution of the capital-
struclure issue because Knecht testified to 
the rigorously proper way to handle capital 
structure in determining ROb! and ROR. and 
he showed that under the circumstances of 
this docket PG&b's proposed capital 
structure and costs of debt atul preferred 
slock could be used consistent with his and 
other parlies' directly -estimated market-
required RObs as the decision did. 

J. ROb Determination: I se of Screening 
Variables and Choice of Prow Groups 

The Commission staled that it adopted in 
D.07-12-046 the Yaluebine utility universe 
with at least three screens, plus additional 
screens if justification is provided. It also 
noted that Reid (via bxh. 33. Testimony of 
Ron Knecht. at p. 14. 1. 17 p. 16. 1. 6) used 
seven different screens, including that tiding 
the Commission's three screens, plus all 
those proposed here by PG&b and the other 
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utilities. (I). 12-12-034. slip op. at 10-20) 

Kneeht showed that six of his seven prow 
groups viclded the same differentials in his 
estimates for the time of PCi&h's last 
authorized COC and this docket (that 
differential providing the primarv basis for 
his estimates of the ROh here), with a range 
of decrease in the market-requireil ROh of 
214-221 bp. Onlv PCi&h's proxv group 
vielded a lower level of decline. ISO bp. in 
the R()I\. To be conservative (i.e.. to 
estimate the highest current!} reasonable 
allowed ROh.). Kneeht used the differential 
based on the PCitSih proxy group to compute 
a 0.46"n upper bound for the reasonable 
ROh! range. (The lower bound was taken 
from his current ROh! model results.) So. 
using proxv groups determined by the 
Commission's requirement, or of the other 
utilities, or even of the entire Yaluehine 
energv utilities set would all vield the same 
ROh! estimates values roughlv midway 
between Knecht's upper bound and the 0"„ 
figure from the upper end of his range that 
he proposed for Reid. (h.xh. 44. Teslimonv 
of Ron Kneeht. at p. 14. 1. 17 p. IP. I. 0) 

Thus. Reid make a substantial contribution 
bv showing that the choice among proxy 
groups makes almost no difference in the 
allowed ROh! and COC in this docket, 
because: 1) results using all of the proxy 
groups lie in the upper range of reasonable 
values: anil 2) the differences among results 
using all proxy groups allowed by 
Commission standards, except PCicCh's. are 
de minimis (S bp or less). 

4. ROh Determination: Model Choice. 
Implementation Methods and Application 
of Modeling Results to ROh for P(i<YI! 

The Commission discusses the basic models 
that it allows: the CAPM. hCAPM. RPM 
and I X T. (1). 12-12-044. at 22 and for 
further detail til 24-2N.) It noted that it litis 
rejected the hama-ITcnch Model. (//>/</.. til 
In. 4N ) finally, it noted that the parlies 
advance arguments for their own respective 
analvses and in criticism or each other, vv illi 
none of them tmreeitm with the financial 
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model results of the others. Thus. "The 
models ;ire onlv helpful us rough gauges of 
the realm of reasonableness." (//>/</.. at 2N) 

knechl used all the sanctioned methods 
(CAPM. lTAPM. RP\1 and two different 
DC I s), and he showed results also for 
I'ama-ITench. I Ie consigned the current 
direct ROf estimates using the models to 
pro\ ide onlv a lower bound for the 
reasonable ROl. range: for his upper bound 
and recommended figure, he relied instead 
011 the differences in the results of fi\e 
models (i.e.. not including I'ama-french) 
from the time ol'the last ('()(' case to this 
one. the practice the Commission has 
sanctioned in past decisions. (fxh. 33. 
Tcstimonv of Ron knechl. at p. 6. I. 21 p. 
7. I. 27: and at p. 32. I. 13 p. 34. I. 4) lie 
pro\ ided rigorous, detailed and careful 
documentation and support for his model 
choices, implementation methods and 
application of his modeling results to 
PCi&li. (//>/</.. at p. 10. I. 4 p. 14. I. 10: 
more detail at p. 10. I. 10 p. 31. I. 10 and 
Attachment Rl.k-2) Importantly. Reid (\iu 
knechl) was the onlv part) to base its 
recommendation on the differences between 
estimates from the most recent COC docket 
to this one. using the same methods, 
models, implementation details, data 
sources. proxv groups, etc. 

Thus. Reid made a substantial contribution 
b\ a showing that anticipated and handled 
all the Commission's sanctioned practices, 
concerns and caveats in choice and use of 
models, methods, implementation details, 
data sources, prow groups, etc. a showing 
that was the most extensive, rigorous and 
thorough!) documented and justified in the 
docket. Above all. he used the change in 
results from the last COC docket to this one 
to set his upper bound and was judicious in 
using ROI-s from the upper etui ol'the 
reasonable range to relied that delta method 
(instead of w illy-nillv relying onlv on the 
current direct estimates using the models). 
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5. Changes (Sexciv Sustained Declines in 
Recent H earst in the ROP ROR 
foundational Building Block. the Riskless 
Rale and in the Lconomic aiul financial 
Outlook (or Risk I actors) That Indicate the 
Low Risk less Rates and Thus Low ROL.s 
and RORs Will Prevail While the Rales 
Determined in This Proceeding Are in 
Lfl'ecl " 

The Commission slated. "Lacli 
melhodologv requires the exercise of con
siderable judgment 011 the reasonableness of 
the assumptions undcrlving the method ... 
used to validate the theorv and applv the 
method." It noted further that the difference 
in dates of filings oflhe utilities and other 
parlies can give rise to differences in inputs, 
and that. "It is the result of differences in 
the subjective inputs used in models that 
result in a wide range of ROLs being 
recommended bv the parties." (1). 12-12
034. slip op. at 22-23) 

Preciselv for this reason, knecht prov ided 
estimates using inputs that were available to 
the utilities and their witnesses at the time 
thev did their work and made their lilings, 
in addition to noting that the effect of 
updating these data to the most recent 
values at the lime he filed his testimonv 
would have been to lower his estimates 
notieeablv. (LAh. 33. Testimonv of Ron 
Knecht. at p.34. I. 5 p. 37. I. 0. esp. at p. 
36. II. 5-7) Therefore, the record shows 
clcarlv that by far the biggest reason for 
differences between KneehTs direct model-
based ROL ROR estimates anil those of 
P(icV:b and all other parlies is the riskless 
rate (long-term Treasury bond interest rate) 
assumed. (D. 12-12-034. slip op. at 25 and 
26) I Ie used the actual market value at the 
end of 201 1. a figure (2.4N"•>) available to 
the utilities as they prepared their filings, 
and he noted that the ROL! ROR figures 
would have declined if updated to the 
middle of 2012. P(icV:b and other parties 
used higher riskless rales and got higher 
ROPs RORs because they erroneouslv used 
analvsts" estimates of future Treasurv bond 
vields (estimates that have svsiematicallv 
been biased in recent vears toward higher 
figures than have been realized), not actual 
market data as Kneelu correcllv did. 

Reiil respeclfullv requests that, in making a 
decision on this claim the Commission take 
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notice that the 20-year Treasttr} hoiul rates, 
listed at the federal Reserve web site have 
averaged 2.70"so far this calendar war. 
much closer to knecht's 2.4K"(> than to the 
forecasts of 3.0",. - 4.2"<> erroneous!} used 
In other parties. (kxh. 35A. Table 3) The 
other parties" embrace of high forecasted 
riskless rates (anil other economic outlook 
estimates) in earlv- and mid-2012, continues 
the trend that begin in 2010 and continues 
even in 2013 of main parlies forecasting a 
return to pre-( ireat-Recession "normalcv" 
based on earlv-month stock market trends 
that are nonetheless followed In continued 
slow economic grow lit and low investment 
returns (ROI-.s). knecht's use of market 
data is not only theoretically correct, but it 
clearly has a much better track record than 
embrace of ros}-scenario forecasts. 

The Commission's discussion and tables, 
plus the comparison exhibit, show that 
knecht's values on other inputs were in the 
mainstream among parlies in this docket, 
making the riskless rate the real issue. 
Thus, knecht's market risk premium and 
beta values are squarel} in the mainstream 
(li.xh. 35A. Table 3). and the differences in 
his C APM and IX APM ROI- estimates, as 
compared to those of other parties, are due 
to the riskless rates (except for PG&li's 
huge MRP value). Similar!}, his RPM used 
an historic RP in the mainstream and the 
difference in estimated ROI- was due to the 
low-risk rate differential. (Ihid.. "fable 4) 
And finally, his I XT' results tire onlv 10 bp 
below ORA's (D.12-12-034. at 27).'but that 
difference is reversed if one adds 21 bp for 
an issuance premium, as he allowed on his 
direct model ROI- estimates, (li.xh. 33. 
Testimonv of Ron knecht. at p. 32. II. 10
12) " 

In conclusion. Reid made a substantial 
contribution in this area because knecht 
recogni/.ed the importance of what the 
Commission said regarding assumptions 
and inputs, and so he provided extensive 
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and rigorous analyses to test, jnsti 1\ and 
explain his ehoiees in that regard. Reiil 
showed win the riskless rale, and thus 
inflation, real eeonomie growth and markel-
required ROlis all ha\e declined sharplv 
and stayed at low le\els in recent vears. 
This kev fact, which was the locus of 
Kncchl's cross-examination of utility 
witnesses Morin and A vera, by itself 
justilies the reductions adopted by the 
Commission in allowed ROlis. 

6. Business and Regulatory Risks facing 
PCicSel.. and PCitSeli's Allowed ROf ' 

I'lie Commission states. "Business risk 
pertains to new uncertainties resulting from 
competition and the economv. ... these 
business risks overlap into financial anil 
rcgulalorv risk." (I). 12-12-034. at 30) In 
discussing regulatory risk, it states: "An 
authori/ed ROli has risk when it does not 
adequately compensate a utilitv for the risk 
that investors must assume." (//>/</.. at 31) 
I 'llimatelv. the Commission made no 
specific modification on account of 
business, regulator) or financial risks to the 
reasonable ROf. ranges based on financial 
modeling, (/hit/., at 37) Instead, the 
Commission adopted a reasonable range of 
9.N"n - 10.6"i) for PCi&f's ROf. and chose a 
point value of 10.4'V (/hid.. at 43) 

Knecht recogni/.ed the business risk from 
new uncertainties in the economv. including 
cspeciallv the possibilitv that eeonomie 
growth will be characieristicallv lower for a 
sustained period going forward than it has 
been in the past. 1 le stated: "What must be 
emphasi/.ed in this regard in this docket is 
that the bleak macrocconomic prospects for 
the foreseeable future are lowering ROlis 
for nearly all firms, and reducing the 
opportunitv cost of capital for P(i&f and 
other utilities." (f.xli. 33. Tcsiimonv of Ron 
Kneclu. at p. 34. 1. 15 p. 37. 1. 6: quote at 
p. 36. II. 20-23) Per his usual practice, he 
also made no specific adjustment for 
business and regulator) risks, because the 
proxv-companv and other market data 
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incorporate the best assessment available of 
the ROb consequences of these risks. 

Concerning the authorized ROb regulatory 
risk, he staled: "further. while the methods, 
data, and other practices are sound. I believe 
that COC estimates at record low levels 
much lower than the levels of the hist 
decade should be treated vv ith an 
abundance of caution, especially in view of 
the volatile and extreme financial and 
economic circumstances and public policies 
that cause them to be so low. Hem e, 
instead ol relying on the low raw lewis llial 
my usual practices wotthl produce. I adopt it 
modified approach llntl miliyales the 
decline significantly and llial is fully 
consistent with the previous findings, 
conclusions, itml orders of the 
Commission." (//>/</.. at p. 7. II. 15-22) The 
method to which he referred is using the 
change in model results from the last COC 
docket to this one. and it raised his 
estimates great Iv. I Ie recommended a 
reasonable ROb range ol'7.IN"n - 6.46"i> 
and chose a point value of6.0"(> — not the 
1 I ,()"n I'GAb requested. (/hid.. at p. 4. II. 
25-26) 

B. Duplication of Effort (§§ 1801.3(f) & 1802.5): 

Claimant CPUC Verified 

a. Was the Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) a party to 
the proceeding? 

Yes. 

b. Were there other parties to the proceeding with positions 
similar to yours? 

Yes. (See 
Comment 
#1 he low) 

c. If so. provide name of other parties: federal bxeculive Agencies (l'b.\). 
bnergv l.'sers and Producers Coalition (bPCC). and The I'tilitv reform Network 
(PIRN) " 

d. Describe liovv you coordinated with DRA and other parlies to avoid 
duplication or how vour participation supplemented, complemented, or 
contributed to that of another party: 

Knecht met with the DRA alter the Prehearing Conference, and throughout the 
course of the proceeding, and Reid and or Knecht contacted DRA. TCRN. I bA 
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and I-PI :C at various limes to understand the nature of their testimonies and 
pleadings. and thus to avoid duplication. Reid does not seek compensation for 
all of these meetings. As a matter of personal policy. Reid does not participate 
in Commission proceedings where his show ing is likely to duplicate the 
show ings of other consumer representatives such as 1)R.\ and Tl RN. for 
example. Reid did not serve testimony in Phase 2 of A. 12-04-0 IS because his 
showing would likely have duplicated the showings of the l)RA and Tl.'RN. 

Because other parties (such as Tl 'RN) were making extensive qualitative 
showings on utility business and regulatory risks. Reid did not have knccht 
make an extensive showing in that area. Instead, he had knccht focus especially 
on the eapital-slruelure-related issues, screening variables and proxy-group 
determination, technical issues of model choice, implementation methods and 
application of modeling results to ROf! for P(uCf!. areas where kneehl has 
comparative advantage (as evidenced by the fact that he regularly co-leaches 
with Roger Morin these matters in nationally recogni/ed two-day seminars held 
by SNI. financial lor regulators and stall and utility and other corporate 
executives and staff, as well as financial analysis from the investment world), 
for the same reasons of comparative advantage, he also had knccht focus on 
rebutting PdiNli's showing, especially the testimony of P(i<NI. witness Avera. 

Reid's compensation in this proceeding should not be reduced for any 
duplication vv ith respect to the show ings of other parties. In a proceeding vv ilh 
subject matter as complex as in this one and vv ith multiple parlies, it v irtually 
impossible for Reid or any party to fully anticipate where show ings of other 
parties may duplicate Reid's. especially in view oflhe need to make a coherent 
and sufficient show ing on the issues Reid emphasizes and on the ultimate issues. 

Indeed, the nature of financial analysis modeling and ROf. ROR estimation was 
specifically not pursued, in order to minimize even any appearance of concerted 
bias in modeling inputs, assumptions, methods and other practices. Any 
duplication that may have occurred in ROf. ROR estimation or any other parts of 
this docket is more than justified by the independent show ings oflhe numerous 
and respected professional analysts that testified here that P(i«.NP!"s requested 
ROf! and ROR were far above market-required costs of capital. In particular. 
Reid's witness kneclu made a specific and unique contribution in his financial 
analysis modeling and ROf! ROR estimation by show ing and rely ing on the 
changes in such estimates from the time at which P(i<NP!'s authorized returns 
were last set in 2007 to the present lime. In the past, the Commission has 
strongly encouraged (ifnot insisted on) such showings oflhe changes from one 
ease to its successor using the same methods, models, proxy groups, data 
sources, etc. and knccht was the only vv itness to do so here. 

I aider all these circumstances, no reduction to Reid's requested compensation 
due to duplication is warranted, given the standards adopted by the Commission 
in D.OJ-OJ-OJl. 
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C. Additional Comments on Part II (use line reference # or letter as appropriate): 

11 
# Claimant CPUC Comment 

1 Reid Reid was the only parts lo support die ROK. capital structure and ROR in the 
I'D: he also supported the overvv helming bulls of the I'D. as discussed SII/HV 
in item II.A. 1. 

In addition to extensive testimony discussed in item II.A.5 supra. on the 
actual market-indicated risk less rate (versus the biased forecasts of it used by 
P(i&l! and other parties). Knecht prepared b.xh. 49 (received into evidence), 
show ing that in mid-201 1 the long-term (20 year and 30 year) actual Treasury 
v ield rales dropped precipitously below the rale assumed bv PGAIi witness 
Avcra. falling to the 2.4N"I> level used bv Knecht and then continuing further 
downward to the time of hearings. 1 le also prepared lAh. 44 (received into 
evidence), showing the same thing lor the rate used bv SIXi&l! S( (i witness 
Morin. Among all risk less rates prol'erred in this docket, only Knecht's 
estimate is close lo the actual 20-year Treasurv v ields that have prevailed 
since the lime rates were adopted rcllecting the COCs adopted bv the 
Commission . 

Reid. via Knecht's "delta" model work, was the onlv parly to compare the 
model results between the last COC docket and this one using common 
methods, models, implementation details, data sources, proxy groups, etc.. 
discussed supra in item II.A.4. Previously, the AI..I and Commission 
emphasi/ed this approach almost to the point of discounting direct model 
estimates by themselves. This portion of Reid's showing is a unique and very 
valuable substantial contribution, and it involved all of Knecht's extensive, 
riuorous and verv detailed modelinu work. 

As noted in item II.A.4 supra. Knecht made estimates using the l ama-l rench 
model, relying on them only in his direct six-model average and expressly 
excluding them in the "delta" ROI- estimates on which his upper bound and 
recommended ROK rested. The cost for including that model was at most </c 
minimis because his workbook was already set up before he began work in 
this docket (prov iding a cost sav ings here) and it includes slots anil data for 
the l ama-l rench model. Due to this set up and his use of batch entry of data 
from the Morningstar-lbbotson source, it well may have been more economic 
to pick up the l ama-l rcnch input data and allow the workbook model lo 
process it than to omit that input data, which would have been very 
cumbersome. Moreover. Knecht's testing and limited use of that data and 
model was a good faith effort to learn vv hether circumstances have changed 
since the Commission last considered and rejected it. When Knecht co-
teachers the ('()(' and utility finance seminar vv ith Morin. they emphasi/e that 
the hama-Krench method has gained great currency in investment practice. 
I fence, no disallowance for what would be at most a </<• minimis cost if it 
could be quantified is justified for Knecht's investigation of this model. 

2 Reid 

Reid was the only parts lo support die ROK. capital structure and ROR in the 
I'D: he also supported the overvv helming bulls of the I'D. as discussed SII/HV 
in item II.A. 1. 

In addition to extensive testimony discussed in item II.A.5 supra. on the 
actual market-indicated risk less rate (versus the biased forecasts of it used by 
P(i&l! and other parties). Knecht prepared b.xh. 49 (received into evidence), 
show ing that in mid-201 1 the long-term (20 year and 30 year) actual Treasury 
v ield rales dropped precipitously below the rale assumed bv PGAIi witness 
Avcra. falling to the 2.4N"I> level used bv Knecht and then continuing further 
downward to the time of hearings. 1 le also prepared lAh. 44 (received into 
evidence), showing the same thing lor the rate used bv SIXi&l! S( (i witness 
Morin. Among all risk less rates prol'erred in this docket, only Knecht's 
estimate is close lo the actual 20-year Treasurv v ields that have prevailed 
since the lime rates were adopted rcllecting the COCs adopted bv the 
Commission . 

Reid. via Knecht's "delta" model work, was the onlv parly to compare the 
model results between the last COC docket and this one using common 
methods, models, implementation details, data sources, proxy groups, etc.. 
discussed supra in item II.A.4. Previously, the AI..I and Commission 
emphasi/ed this approach almost to the point of discounting direct model 
estimates by themselves. This portion of Reid's showing is a unique and very 
valuable substantial contribution, and it involved all of Knecht's extensive, 
riuorous and verv detailed modelinu work. 

As noted in item II.A.4 supra. Knecht made estimates using the l ama-l rench 
model, relying on them only in his direct six-model average and expressly 
excluding them in the "delta" ROI- estimates on which his upper bound and 
recommended ROK rested. The cost for including that model was at most </c 
minimis because his workbook was already set up before he began work in 
this docket (prov iding a cost sav ings here) and it includes slots anil data for 
the l ama-l rench model. Due to this set up and his use of batch entry of data 
from the Morningstar-lbbotson source, it well may have been more economic 
to pick up the l ama-l rcnch input data and allow the workbook model lo 
process it than to omit that input data, which would have been very 
cumbersome. Moreover. Knecht's testing and limited use of that data and 
model was a good faith effort to learn vv hether circumstances have changed 
since the Commission last considered and rejected it. When Knecht co-
teachers the ('()(' and utility finance seminar vv ith Morin. they emphasi/e that 
the hama-Krench method has gained great currency in investment practice. 
I fence, no disallowance for what would be at most a </<• minimis cost if it 
could be quantified is justified for Knecht's investigation of this model. 

3 Reid 

Reid was the only parts lo support die ROK. capital structure and ROR in the 
I'D: he also supported the overvv helming bulls of the I'D. as discussed SII/HV 
in item II.A. 1. 

In addition to extensive testimony discussed in item II.A.5 supra. on the 
actual market-indicated risk less rate (versus the biased forecasts of it used by 
P(i&l! and other parties). Knecht prepared b.xh. 49 (received into evidence), 
show ing that in mid-201 1 the long-term (20 year and 30 year) actual Treasury 
v ield rales dropped precipitously below the rale assumed bv PGAIi witness 
Avcra. falling to the 2.4N"I> level used bv Knecht and then continuing further 
downward to the time of hearings. 1 le also prepared lAh. 44 (received into 
evidence), showing the same thing lor the rate used bv SIXi&l! S( (i witness 
Morin. Among all risk less rates prol'erred in this docket, only Knecht's 
estimate is close lo the actual 20-year Treasurv v ields that have prevailed 
since the lime rates were adopted rcllecting the COCs adopted bv the 
Commission . 

Reid. via Knecht's "delta" model work, was the onlv parly to compare the 
model results between the last COC docket and this one using common 
methods, models, implementation details, data sources, proxy groups, etc.. 
discussed supra in item II.A.4. Previously, the AI..I and Commission 
emphasi/ed this approach almost to the point of discounting direct model 
estimates by themselves. This portion of Reid's showing is a unique and very 
valuable substantial contribution, and it involved all of Knecht's extensive, 
riuorous and verv detailed modelinu work. 

As noted in item II.A.4 supra. Knecht made estimates using the l ama-l rench 
model, relying on them only in his direct six-model average and expressly 
excluding them in the "delta" ROI- estimates on which his upper bound and 
recommended ROK rested. The cost for including that model was at most </c 
minimis because his workbook was already set up before he began work in 
this docket (prov iding a cost sav ings here) and it includes slots anil data for 
the l ama-l rench model. Due to this set up and his use of batch entry of data 
from the Morningstar-lbbotson source, it well may have been more economic 
to pick up the l ama-l rcnch input data and allow the workbook model lo 
process it than to omit that input data, which would have been very 
cumbersome. Moreover. Knecht's testing and limited use of that data and 
model was a good faith effort to learn vv hether circumstances have changed 
since the Commission last considered and rejected it. When Knecht co-
teachers the ('()(' and utility finance seminar vv ith Morin. they emphasi/e that 
the hama-Krench method has gained great currency in investment practice. 
I fence, no disallowance for what would be at most a </<• minimis cost if it 
could be quantified is justified for Knecht's investigation of this model. 

4 Reid 

Reid was the only parts lo support die ROK. capital structure and ROR in the 
I'D: he also supported the overvv helming bulls of the I'D. as discussed SII/HV 
in item II.A. 1. 

In addition to extensive testimony discussed in item II.A.5 supra. on the 
actual market-indicated risk less rate (versus the biased forecasts of it used by 
P(i&l! and other parties). Knecht prepared b.xh. 49 (received into evidence), 
show ing that in mid-201 1 the long-term (20 year and 30 year) actual Treasury 
v ield rales dropped precipitously below the rale assumed bv PGAIi witness 
Avcra. falling to the 2.4N"I> level used bv Knecht and then continuing further 
downward to the time of hearings. 1 le also prepared lAh. 44 (received into 
evidence), showing the same thing lor the rate used bv SIXi&l! S( (i witness 
Morin. Among all risk less rates prol'erred in this docket, only Knecht's 
estimate is close lo the actual 20-year Treasurv v ields that have prevailed 
since the lime rates were adopted rcllecting the COCs adopted bv the 
Commission . 

Reid. via Knecht's "delta" model work, was the onlv parly to compare the 
model results between the last COC docket and this one using common 
methods, models, implementation details, data sources, proxy groups, etc.. 
discussed supra in item II.A.4. Previously, the AI..I and Commission 
emphasi/ed this approach almost to the point of discounting direct model 
estimates by themselves. This portion of Reid's showing is a unique and very 
valuable substantial contribution, and it involved all of Knecht's extensive, 
riuorous and verv detailed modelinu work. 

As noted in item II.A.4 supra. Knecht made estimates using the l ama-l rench 
model, relying on them only in his direct six-model average and expressly 
excluding them in the "delta" ROI- estimates on which his upper bound and 
recommended ROK rested. The cost for including that model was at most </c 
minimis because his workbook was already set up before he began work in 
this docket (prov iding a cost sav ings here) and it includes slots anil data for 
the l ama-l rench model. Due to this set up and his use of batch entry of data 
from the Morningstar-lbbotson source, it well may have been more economic 
to pick up the l ama-l rcnch input data and allow the workbook model lo 
process it than to omit that input data, which would have been very 
cumbersome. Moreover. Knecht's testing and limited use of that data and 
model was a good faith effort to learn vv hether circumstances have changed 
since the Commission last considered and rejected it. When Knecht co-
teachers the ('()(' and utility finance seminar vv ith Morin. they emphasi/e that 
the hama-Krench method has gained great currency in investment practice. 
I fence, no disallowance for what would be at most a </<• minimis cost if it 
could be quantified is justified for Knecht's investigation of this model. 
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5. Reid 

Reid 

knechl's use. discussal in ilem 11.A.3 supra, of multiple proxy croups is 
unollier beneficial feature of his 150-page kxcel workbook. Because the 
workbook includes all data for all the Valuel.ine utilities, it is quick. easy and 
costs very little to test the results of modeling using the \arious proposal 
proxy groups. Often there is endless debate about the legitimacy of proposed 
screening variables and resulting proxy groups — debate that is sterile 
because, as Kneeht notes, the issue of a screening variable's legitimacy is 
inherently an empirical one that he. alone among COC witnesses has 
addressed as such. Instead of fostering useless advocacy, his approach allows 
one to lest various proxy groups to see whether the screening variables and 
resulting groups make any significant difference to the bottom-line ROk 
estimates. As he showed in this docket, only one proxy group that 
proposed by I'G&k among all those used here made more than a </e minimis 
(8 bp) difference in the result. In fact, the P(iAk proxy group made a 
difference of only 28 bp versus the average of the other methods. And. in an 
abundance of caution, knecht relied on the RGAk proxy group to give his 
upper limit a boost of that amount from what it otherwise would have been. 
(The correct characteri/alion of Kneclu's proxy group methods was the 
change noted in item I I.A.I supra as requested by Reid to the PI) that was 
adopted by the Commission.) 

In his comments on the PI), noted in ilem I I.A.I supra. Reid proposed also to 
broaden the reasonable range of ROks for PG&k to encompass the rates 
advocated by all parties. This would have been consistent with the many 
merits of all of them noted but not discussed by the Commission. The 
Commission declined to make that change. The fact that a party's 
recommendation lies outside the Commission's range should not be held 
against the party, because the proposed ROks of PGAk and other utilities 
also lie outside the Commission's adopted range, furthermore, the 
Commission rccogni/.es that estimating COCs at this lime is extremely 
difficult and subject to volatility and uncertainty due to unprecedented macro-
economic and financial circumstances. 

PART III: REASONABLENESS OF REQUESTED COMPENSATION (to be 
completed by Claimant except where indicated) 

A. General Claim of Reasonableness (§§ 1801 & 1806): 

a. Concise explanation as to how the cost of Claimant's participation 
bears a reasonable relationship with benefits realized through 
participation (include references to record, where appropriate) 

In consolidated Rulemaking 07-01-000 and Investigation 07-01-010. the 
Commission required intervenors seeking compensation to show that they 
represent interests that would otherwise be underreprcsenled and to present 
information sufficient to justify a finding that the overall benefits ol'a 

CPUC Verified 
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customer's participation will exceed the customer's costs. (l).l)N-04-05l). 7l) 
( PI!('2d 62K. finding ol" fact 1J at 674. rinding of Pact 42 at 676) 

A reduction in a utility's authorized POP. as compared to what the HOP 
would he absent the showings of parlies like Reid. directly reduces the 
utility's revenue requirements, due to a lower allowed return on rate base. 
I). 12-12-034 shows in a table at p. 3 the reduction in PCi&P's annual 
revenue requirement of 5237-million for the change from the 1 1.35".) ROP 
PCi&f. was previously authorized to the 10.40".) adopted in this docket. 
Because the revenue-requirement effect using the adopted ROP arc 
expected to prevail for three years. the total benefit to P(i«Scf!"s retail 
ratepayers is 571 1-million ami likely higher due to growth in rate base. 

As mentioned previously. Reid made a substantial contribution to the ROP! 
issue in this proceeding. The reduction in ROP! from P(i&f!"s requested 
1 1.()".) level to the adopted 10.4".) figure conveys to I'd&P's retail 
ratepayers a three-year revenue requirement reduction of S440-million 
(5150-million annually ). This is ov er 4.000 times the compensation sought 
by Reid in this proceeding. Therefore, the Commission can safely lind that 
the participation of Reid in this proceeding vva> productive and justifies 
compensation in the amount requested. 

b. Reasonableness of Hours Claimed. 

I'he great bulk of Reid's substantive showing in this proceeding was 
performed by Ron Knecht. with P. Jan Reid providing peer and client 
rev ievv. and handling major administrative functions. Thus, no unnec
essary internal duplication took place, but in fact significant economies 
were realized as compared to operating models vv ith attorneys and multiple 
vv itnesses and support staff. Reid realized economies vv ith at most two 
persons (and usually only one) that must read P(i&I!'s various testimonies 
and other filings and then coordinate and interact to prepare for hearings, 
filings and the parly's own direct showings. 

Reid seeks compensation for approximately 300 hours of professional time 
worked by Knecht (7.5 working weeks), approximately 45 hours of travel 
time, and 45 hours of professional time worked by Reid. Reid and 
Knechfs time not only resulted in 1 16 pages of pre-filed testimony, 
attachments and exhibits, backed up by extensive financial research and the 
150-pagc plus ('()(' workbook described above for a direct showing as 
extensive, detailed, rigorous, sophisticated, thoughtful and precise as any in 
this docket, further, it included reading and analysis of many hundreds of 
pages of highly technical testimony, transcripts, briefs, other filings by 
P(i&f! and other parties, plus proposed anil final decisions, other rulings, 
etc. by the A1..I and Commission — in addition to Reid and Knecht 
composing and filing more than 61 pages (plus cover pages, tables of 
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contents. verifications. .service lists, etc.) ol'brie Is. eonimenis. responses to 
discovery, and other required filings, and this Claim. And it included 
active, but parsimonious and effective participation after due preparation at 
live days of hearings, in conferences with other parlies, etc. The result was 
a comprehensive and very sophisticated and reliable showing on Phase I 
issues for PCi&f "s ROf. .See also the six items \u/>ni in section II.A anil 
another six items in section II.C. both incorporated herein by reference and 
documenting Reid's substantial contribution. 

The travel time required was the minimum for knecht from his home to 
Commission offices for the hearings. Also, the direct expenses of S25N.51 
for I-xpress Mail, postage and copies are quite small, reflecting the lad that 
no costs have been claimed for printing e-mailed documents, etc. just 
copy ing costs for the hard copies required to be prov ided to parties in the 
proceedings. The low overhead fraction of the total amount claimed here 
would pass any test of reasonableness, and it guarantees that the 
Commission is being asked to cover productive professional lime. 

c. Allocation of Hours by Issue 

Hours billed for Reid and knecht were allocated for specific issue areas 
listed below where possible. as documented in the billing time sheets 
provided to Reid by knecht and in the time records Reid keeps for himself. 
Substantial numbers of hours of work cannot be allocated only to specific 
and unique issues and was allocated to the "(ieneraP* category. This 
includes reviewing testimonies anil pleadings of parties, which covers 
multiple issue ureas. In addition, time spent on writing testimony, briefs 
and other filings was allocated among issues by page counts. Time for 
financial modeling was allocated judgmentally among issues. The 
resulting total allocations, determined by the allocations of knecht's lime, 
are shown in the following list. 

(ieneral »"n 
financial Modeling & Determining PCi&f's ROf 
financial Modeling: Screening <Sc Proxy (ironps 7"o 
C apital Structure and ROf. Adjustments for It fi"n 
Decline of Riskless Rales. Inflation cV: C'OC's I2"(> 

Total !()<)" i. 
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B. Specific Claim: 

CLAIMED | CPUC AWARD 

ATTORNEY, EXPERT, AND ADVOCATE FEES 

Item Year Hour 
s 

Rate Basis for Rate* Total $ Hours Rate Total $ 

[Attorney 1] $ 

[Attorney 2] 

Ron Kncchl, 
1 \pcri 

2012 299.7 275 Rationale 
Attached infra 

82.417.50 

Ron kncchl. 
Expert 

2013 - 280 Rationale 
Attached infra 

0.00 

I., .tin Reiil. 
Customer & 
Expert 

2012 40.5 200 D.12-06-011. 
Appendix. 
Resolutions ALJ-
281 and ALJ-
287 

8.100.00 

L. Jan Rcitl, 

Customer & 

1 \peri 

2013 0.0 215 D. 12-06-011. 
Appendix. 
Resolutions ALJ-
281 and ALJ-
287 

0.00 

[Advocate 1] 

[Advoeatc 2] 

Subtotal: S90.517.50 Subtotal: 

OTHER FEES 

Describe here what OTHER HOURLY FEES you are Claiming (paralegal, travel **, etc.): 

Item Year Hours Rate Basis for Rate* Total $ Hours Rate Total $ 

1.. Jan Reid. 
NOI 

2012 4.3 S100 See Box 18. 
Item 5. 

430.00 

Ron Kncchl, 
Travel 

2012 45.4 S137.5 
0 

Rationale 
Attached Infra 

6.242.50 

Subtotal: 6.672.50 Subtotal: 
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INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM PREPARATION ** 

16 
Item Year Hou 

rs 
Rate Basis for Rate* Total $ Hours Rate Total $ 

16 
Ron Knccht, 2013 
Compensation 
Request 

14.5 S140 Rationale 2.030.00 
Attached Infra 

I.. ,l;in Reid. 2013 
Compcnsatio | 
n Request 

1.3 S107.50 D.12-06-011. 139.75 
Appendix 

Subtotal: 2.169.75 Subtotal: 

COSTS 

17 # Item Detail Amount Amount 17 
1 Postage Postage for 2012 (See Attachment A) 47.05 

2 ( opics 1,180 copies for the period 2012 as billed by 
UPS Store in SF. (See Attachment A) 

211.46 

Subtotal: 258.51 Subtotal: 

TOTAL REQUEST $: $99,618.26 TOTAL AWARD 
$: 

When entering items, type over bracketed text; add additional rows as necessary. 
*lf hourly rate based on CPUC decision, provide decision number; otherwise, attach rationale. 
**Travei and Reasonable Claim preparation time typically compensated at 1A of preparer's normal hourly rate. 

C. Attachments Documenting Specific Claim and Comments on Part III (Claimant 
completes; attachments not attached to final Decision): 

18 Attachment or 
Comment # 

Description/Comment 

Certificate of Service 

Service List 

Attachment C. a daily listing of the work performed by Reid 

Attachment I), a daily listing of the work performed hy knee lit 

Reid I luurl\ Kate 

Reid requests that the Commission authorize an liourK rale ol'S200 lor I.. .Ian Reid for 
2012 professional work and S2I5 for 2013 professional work. Reid also requests an 
hourly rate lor L. .Ian Reid of SI 00 for 2012 compensators time and SI 07.50 lor 2013 
compensators time. 

The Commission has pres iousls awarded Reid compensation for 2010-201 I 
professional work at a rale of S1S5 per hour. (I).12-00-01 1. Appendix) Intersenor 
compensation rates for experts are separated into three tiers based on experience. The 
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tiers arc Tier I (0-6 wars). Tier II (7-12 wars), aiul Tier III (13 wars and owr). (See 
Resolution AI..1-2N1. slip op. al 5) 

Reiil now lias 14 full wars of experience (1008-2012). Tluis. Reid mowd from Tier II 
lo Tier III in 201 I. The Commission has pro\ ided that intcrvenors w ill receive two 
step increases of 3"n within each tier, rounded up lo the nearest S3 increment. 
(Resolution AI..I-2SI. Ordering Paragraph 2. slip op. at 7: and I).08-04-010. slip op. at 

I 1-13) The Commission has also adopted two cost of li\ ing adjustments (COI.As): a 
2.2"„ COI.A for 2012 (See Resolution ALI-28 1. slip op. at I.) and a 2.0",. COI.A for 
2013 (See Resolution AI..I-2S7. slip op. at 1). 

Thus. Reid should receive two increases for calendar year 2012: a 3"n step increase 
and a 2.2"n Cost of Living Adjustment.. Live percent of Reid's 201 I rale (S183) k 
SO. 25. which rounds to an hourly increase of S10 for a total rale of SI 05 hr. for 2012 
work. 2.2 percent of SI 03 is S4.20. which rounds to an hourly increase of S3 for a total 
rateol'S200 hr. for 2012 work. 

Lor 2013. Reid should receive a step increase of 3"» (S3 hr.) for work performed in 2013 and a 
2.0" I. (()l A (S3 hour). Thus. Reid should he aw aided a 2013 rale of 82 13 hr. 

Kncclifs Hourly Kate 

Reid requests that the Commission authori/e an hourly rate of S273 for 2012 for Ron 
knechl. with a 2"<> increase lo S280 for 2013. The corresponding hall-rate lees for 
travel, preparing compensation requests, etc. would he SI37.30 and SI40. respectively. 
The requested rates are just below the middle of the ranges for knechfs experience 
level, as adopted April IS. 2013 In the Commission in Resolution AL.1-2X7. as shown 
in Table 1 in the Attachment lo that resolution for Lxperls with 13 • years of 
experience, knecht has 42 years of senior and principal-level professional, 
management and executive experience, including 30 years since he began a career as 
an expert witness in regulatory matters. 

As shown in Attachment RI.k-1 lo his testimony in this docket. Ron knechl is an 
economist and policy analyst. Registered Professional Mechanical Lngineer (in ( A), 
and law school graduate. I le has spent half of his 42 working years in public serv ice 
education and half in private entrepreneurial small business, all in professional and 
managerial positions, lie conducts a wide range of economic, financial, technical and 
policy analyses and has written and testified extensively as an expert witness in all 
those areas. In 2001-12. he worked al Nevada's Public Utilities Commission, ending 
his tenure there as Senior Lconomisl. and he now works as a consultant. Twice a year, 
he co-teaches a two-day seminar for SNI. financial on utility finance, cost of capital, 
economic and policy issues for regulators, professionals, managers, securities analy sts 
and others from around the country and Canada. .Also, twice a year in New York, he 
presents a SNI. financial seminar on Valuations for similar audiences, knechl has 
been a founder, executive or board member for six business lirms and six charitable 
and public interest groups. Details of his background and qualifications follow. 
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Professional. Managerial and Business Kxperienee and K lee led Office 
• Lconomisl Senior Lconomisl. Resource and Market Analysis Division. Public 

I ;lililies Commission of Nevada. 2001 -12. 
• Regent. District 0. Nevada System of I ligher Education, elected to terms for 

2007-12 and 2013-IS: Past Chairman. Business finance and .Audit 
Committees: also served on Investment A: Major Projects. Health Sciences 
System. Research & Economic Development. Health Sciences Svslem and 
Cultural Diversity & Security committees and various Presidential Search and 
Performance Review committees, chairing two of the latter 

• Assemblyman. District 40. Nevada Assembly (Carson and Washoe Cities). 
2002-04: Commerce and Labor, (ioveminent Affairs, and Transportation 
Committees 

• President. Lconomic cN Technical Analysis (iroup (San ITancisco and I.os 
Altos CA). 1000 2001 " 

• Board of Directors. Minima.x Research Corporation (Campbell CA). I9XX-94 
• V ice-President. Spectrum Lconomics. Inc. (Palo Alto and Mountain View CA). 

19XX-90 
• Principal. QLD Research. Inc. (Palo Alto CA). 19X6-XX 
• Senior L.conomisl. Dames Moore. Lngineers Consultants (SI". CA). 10X0 
• Section Supervisor, principal analyst (economics. Unance. technical analvsis 

and policy) and member of all division management committees. California 
Public Utilities Commission (San ITancisco CA). 1979-X6 

• Cofounder. Chairman. CLO <V CIO. The Rainbow Connection. Inc. Restaurant 
(Springfield II.). I070-N3 

• Commissioner's Senior Advisor and then principal analyst (economics, 
technical analysis and policy ). California Lncrgy Commission (Sacramento 
CA). 197X-79* " 

• Parmer. Berlschi Knecht l-.ngineers <V Consultants (II. and CA). 1976-X6 
• L.nergy Research Lnginecr (1D74-77); Center for Advanced Study Research 

Associate ( 1973-74): Research Assistant (Lconomics. 1970-71: Social W ork. 
1971-72): (iradcr Consultant (Computer Science. 1909-71): Daily Mini 
Reporter (1971-72) and Columnist (1973-75): Assistant to Dean of Student 
Serv ices (1970-71): Student Senate Office Manager (196X-69): hourly student 
non-professional employment. 1907-71 all at University of Illinois. Urhana-
Champaign 

• Assistant City Lngineer. City of Urbana II.. 1972-73 

Kducation. l eaching and Professional Registration 
• University of San ITancisco Law School. 1995: Juris Doctor 
• Stanford University. 19X9: M.S.. Lngineering-Lconomic Systems 
• University of Illinois at Urbana-t hampaign. 1971: B.A.. Liberal Arts & 

Sciences (major in Mathematics: minor in Physics Chemistry ): completed 
additional course work in economics and engineering, plus Civil Lngineering 
masters degree project (American Nuclear Society award winner) in Power 
(ieneraling Lconomics. 1977 
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• Lconomics Instructor (Micro- and Macro-Lconomic Analvsis). Western 
Nevada Comnumilv College. Carson City W. 2003-06 

• Instructor. Regulators <V Legal Aspects of Telecommunications. for graduate 
students, (ioklen (iale University Sacramento ( A. 1001 

• Registered Professional Mechanical Engineer. Stale of California, since 1086 
Areas of r.\perience. Publication and Kxpcrl Testimony ( 150 limes: 25 
jurisdictions) 

• Regulation: Llectric: Natural (ias: Nuclear Power: Coal: Communications: 
Water. Waste-water and Sewers: Insurance: Transportation: Cm ironmenlal: 
Land Use: f inance and Securities: Discount Rates for Public Policv and 
Business 

• l.'lililies: Ratemaking (till aspects): f inance: Strategic and Resource Planning 
and forecasting: Operations and Modeling: Operating and facilities 
Certificates 

• Business Analysis and Management: Planning. Strategy finance. Valuations. 
Cost ol'Capital. Market Power, and Operations 

• Regulatory and Industrial Change: Incentive-based Regulation: Induslrv De-
and Re-regulation anil Restructuring: Public \s. Prix ate Provision of Services 

• Lnergy: Lleclricily. Natural Cias. Nuclear Power. Coal. Oil. Cogeneration. 
Conservation. Renewables. Distribution Companies. Transmission and 
Independent Svsiem Operators. Transportation and Industrial Cse 

• economics and Policy Micro- and Macro-economic Analvsis: Taxation. 
Budgeting and Public finance: Resources and Pollution: Transportation: Public 
Safety: Health Care: Human and Social Services: education 

• Law and economics: Anti-trust: Due Diligence: Mergers and Acquisitions: 
Bankruptcy Workouts: Litigation Settlement: Alternative Dispute Resolution: 
Div ersilicalion 

• engineering economics: Systems Analvsis Control: Optimization: Decision & 
Probabilistic Analvsis 

• Other: Mechanical and Civil engineering: Statistics: Program and Project 
Management: Staff Superv ision 

Reid submits that kncchfs long and distinguished experience and his extensive and 
high skills would support a request for knecht's compensation to be set at the top of 
the S160 hr - S400 hr range for 2012 — but he has requested onlv a figure from the 
middle oflhe range. The proposed 2013 figures represent merely the 2"o increase for 
the cost-of-living adjustment adopted bv the Commission in Resolution AI..I-2N7 (slip 
op. at I ). Reid respect I'll llv requests that the Commission adopt a rale of S275 hr. for 
knechl for 2012.increasing to S2N0 It. for 2013. This request has been prepared using 
those rales. 

D. CPUC Disallowances, Adjustments, and Comments (CPUC completes): 

# Reason 
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PART IV: OPPOSITIONS AND COMMENTS 
Within 30 days after service of this Claim, Commission Staff 

or any other party may file a response to the Claim (see § 1804(c)) 

(CPUC completes the remainder of this form) 

A. Opposition: Did any party oppose the Claim? 

If so: 

Party Reason for Opposition CPUC Disposition 

B. Comment Period: Was the 30-day comment period waived (see 
Rule 14.6(2)(6»? 

If not: 

Party Comment CPUC Disposition 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. Claimant [has/has not] made a substantial contribution to Decision (D.) 

2. The requested hourly rates for Claimant's representatives [,as adjusted herein,] are 
comparable to market rates paid to experts and advocates having comparable 
training and experience and offering similar services. 

The claimed costs and expenses [,as adjusted herein,] are reasonable and 
commensurate with the work performed. 

The total of reasonable contribution is 

CONCLUSION OF LAW 

The Claim, with any adjustment set forth above, [satisfies/fails to satisfy] all 
requirements of Public Utilities Code §§ 1801-1812. 

ORDER 

1. Claimant is awarded $ . 

Within 30 days of the effective date of this decision, shall pay Claimant the 
total award, [for multiple utilities: "Within 30 days of the effective date of this 
decision, A, A, and A shall pay Claimant their respective shares of the award, based 
on their California-jurisdictional [industry type, for example, electric] revenues for 
the A calendar year, to reflect the year in which the proceeding was primarily 
litigated."] Payment of the award shall include interest at the rate earned on prime, 
three-month commercial paper as reported in Federal Reserve Statistical Release 
H.15, beginning , 200 , the 75th day after the fding of Claimant's request, 
and continuing until full payment is made. 

3. The comment period for today's decision [is/is not] waived. 

4. This decision is effective today. 

Dated , at San Francisco, California. 

L. Jan Reid -22- COC Compensation Request 
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